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KEY ISSUES
Customer installed Ultra Low NOx burners and
experienced poor performance due to:
⊲

Localized poor flame quality in outermost rows of burners

⊲

Unproportioned burner momentum per burner row

⊲

Burner sensitivity to flue gas patterns

⊲

Maintaining a balanced state without a process engineer

⊲

Limited resources for reformer optimization

RESULTS
Increased throughput
Reduced emissions
Increased visibility to key parameters
Reduced fuel usage from increased efficiency

Implementation of Smart Combustion Technology

More uniform coil outlet temperatures

resulted in APPROXIMATELY $700k savings per year.

EMBER™ BENEFITS
⊲

ZOLOSCAN™ BENEFITS

Operational improvements through data-driven

⊲

decision-making

Ability to measure temperature, O2, CO, and water in the
furnace simultaneously

⊲

Institutionalized knowledge for combustion equipment

⊲

Actionable data to drive optimization and efficiency

⊲

Gathers furnace data and provides burner set

⊲

Scalable architecture that provides real-time monitoring

point recommendations
⊲

of in-furnace combustion performance

Real-time information on individual burner air-to-fuel
ratios and health

Study Overview

⊲

Increased visibility for safer and faster start-ups as well
as monitoring operational changes
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Elimination of flame impingement on process tubes

A SMART COMBUSTION™ APPROACH TO
IMPROVE OPERATION AND EFFICIENCY
OF REFORMERS
A Smart Combustion approach to reformer operation and optimization identifies the need to
understand, in real time, more detailed information about the combustion process than is typically
available. Increasing visibility of key parameters within the firebox, combined with real-time insights
about the health and operation of each individual burner, can enable operations to make simultaneous improvements of emissions, safety, reliability, and profitability.

INTRODUCTION

OnPoint’s cloud-based analytics tool. Ember utilizes existing plant measurements to complete a set of proprietary

Steam methane and hydrogen reformers have many

calculations about the burners to provide operators with

critical parameters. Optimizing these systems beyond a

insights into the health and operation of each burner.

base case can be especially challenging. Optimization
efforts are often focused on a single area of interest,

Combining the insights from ZoloSCAN and Ember

and the steps taken can result in subsequent issues that

together with advanced CFD modeling as a unified Smart

negatively impact safety and reliability. Many combustion

Combustion solution provides visibility to combustion

related safety and reliability issues can be difficult to

health and enables simultaneous improvements resulting

observe directly, and they often increase in severity over

in increased efficiency, safety, reliability, and profitability.

time.
In this paper, a case study of a reformer optimization will

TYPICAL REFORMERS

be presented using OnPoint's Smart Combustion solutions.

Steam methane and hydrogen reformers historically are

Although reformers consist of multiple combustion zones

large heaters with high quantities of burners, many with

throughout the process, the approach described in this

over 100 burners, installed in the roof of the heater and

paper will only focus on the primary reformer radiant (arch

downfired. It is common for these systems to be operated

burners) section.

with both a forced and induced draft fan (balanced draft
system) and preheated combustion air. The burners are

SMART COMBUSTION OVERVIEW

installed in multiple lanes, or rows, with process tubes
located between each burner lane. This is illustrated in

OnPoint's Smart Combustion solution approach to heater

Figure 1 with the rows of process tubes identified as the

optimization combines combustion expertise, traditional

green lines. The burners in the outer lanes, left and right

and new measurement techniques, and advanced data

side of Figure 1, are typically designed to fire between 50-

analytics to provide the operator with information for

65% of the heat release of the inner lane burners.

each individual burner and the heater that was previously
unavailable. One Smart Combustion tool used in this paper
is the ZoloSCAN in-furnace laser measurement system
for combustion balancing. This system is permanently
installed in strategic locations throughout the reformer
radiant and convection sections and provides real-time
measurements of O2, temperature and CO which can
be used to make targeted improvements. Another tool
used in this paper for combustion optimization is Ember™,
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lanes to be pulled through or across the process tubes
to adjacent inner lanes. In Figure 2, the flue gas is represented using particle streamlines in CFD. Momentum is
illustrated by color with the scale transitioning from high
momentum (red streamlines) to lower momentum (blue
streamlines). The higher momentum of the inner lane
flue gas (right side of figure) draws the flue gas from the
outer lane through the process tubes near the roof of the
reformer. In many cases, adverse flue gas patterns create
undesirable hotspots on the process tubes.

Figure 1. Typical Down-fired Reformer

As burner technology has changed over the last several
decades from pre-mix or conventional raw-gas burners
to ultra-low NOx burners, the basic design of reformers
has stayed the same. To meet more stringent emissions
requirements, the changes in burner design has resulted in
longer flame lengths that are more susceptible to adverse
internal flue gas recirculation patterns.

Common Issues
There are several common issues observed in reformers.
Many of these issues are related and cause compounded
issues such as decreased efficiency, flame impingement
and localized hotspots on tubes that cause decreased tube

Figure 2. Unproportioned Flue Gas Flow Path

life and limited production rates.
Perhaps one of the most common issues found in

The combination of varying air-to-fuel ratios per burner

combustion systems is the maldistribution of the

and adverse flue gas patterns create additional challenges

combustion air delivered to the burners. Maldistribution

to optimization. This is compounded by the high quantity

of the combustion air results in variation of the air-to-

of burners installed in the arch. A single adjustment to

fuel ratio for each burner. In some forced draft systems,

one lane of burners can influence the rest of the reformer

these air-to-fuel ratio imbalances can be observed from

and can result in many iterations and trials to achieve the

one row of burners to the next, as well as down the length

desired outcome.

of each burner row. The impact of varying air-to-fuel

Optimization and Outcomes

ratios per burner can result in some burners operating
below the stoichiometric limit of air required causing large

One typical operational target for a combustion system

flames and increased CO emissions levels. Other burners

is to reduce the global excess oxygen (O2) to increase

operating with too much excess air can result in increased

efficiency. When optimizing for a low global excess O2 level

NOx emissions.

without knowledge of the air flow through each individual

Another common issue found in combustion systems

burner, an operator could unknowingly create a situation

are adverse flue gas patterns. Unproportioned burner

where burners have a sub-stoichiometric amount of air.

momentum per available firebox area often result in flue

This can result in an increase in burner flames lengths and

gas patterns which cause the flames from the outer

potential impingement on process tubes, unburned fuel
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being drawn into a different zone of the reformer before

This is shown in Figure 4 where the outer lane of the

combusting, and ultimately reduced efficiency of the

reformer is on the left and the center is on

reformer due to improper heat distribution on the process

the right.

tubes.

CASE STUDY
Reformer Description
The primary ammonia reformer consists of 120 arch
burners arranged in 6 lanes and is split into two halves
between the north and south, creating 12 half lanes of 10
burners each. Unlike many reformers, the fuel gas flow to
each of these half lanes is controlled individually while the
total fuel gas flow is controlled to achieve the desired process gas outlet temperature. The combustion air delivery
system is designed to deliver air to both halves of the
reformer. The layout of the reformer and the combustion
air ductwork can be seen in Figure 3.
Figure 4. CFD Results of Ultra Low NOx Burners

Prior to the burner retrofit, a ZoloSCAN combustion
monitoring system was installed on the reformer as
shown in Figure 5. The ZoloSCAN system simultaneously
measures the flue gas temperature, volume O2 percent,
CO level on a ppmv basis, and the H2O concentration in the
flue gas directly, in real time. By providing an accurate and
reliable representation of the combustion gases within the
firebox, it enabled operators to more evenly balance the
Figure 3. Ductwork for Reformer

oxygen and process gas outlet temperatures in individual
burner rows. While balancing burners prior to the retrofit

Challenges and Modifications

was successful, the issue on the end rows from the new

During a major upgrade project, the arch burners were

burners with feedback from the system was unable to be

replaced with ultra-low NOx burners to reduce NOx

corrected.

emissions. At the same time, the forced draft ductwork
was evaluated using CFD to ensure the burners would
receive equal air distribution. As a result, perforated plates
were installed at each half row inlet to better distribute
the amount of combustion air fed to each burner half lane.
Even taking this and other precautionary steps, the impact
of the flue gas patterns in this reformer, coupled with the
close burner to burner spacing, resulted in localized poor
flame quality in the outermost rows of burners. It was
visually observed that long merged flames were being
pulled through multiple adjacent lanes. CFD analysis of

Figure 5. ZoloSCAN System Installation

the radiant section also confirmed the visual observation.
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As a next step, the burners were retrofitted with new fuel
gas tips to tighten their flame pattern. This eliminated the
burner-to-burner interaction and resulted in decreased
flame lengths, as shown in Figure 6. However, the
underlying issue of uneven process outlet temperatures
remained.

Figure 7. Multi-plane CFD Results of Imbalanced Temperature
with Particle Streamlines

Figure 6. CFD Results of Retrofit Burners

After several months of operation in this state, it was
evident that a more holistic approach was required to
truly optimize the performance of the reformer. First,
CFD modeling was done to understand the current issues
being experienced. Those results are shown in Figures 7,
8 and 9. In Figure 7, several planes are shown displaying

Figure 8. CFD Results of Imbalanced Temperature at

temperature imbalances and particle streamlines crossing

ZoloSCAN Installation Plane

through the process tubes. This confirmed what was
visually observed in the reformer. These results were
also verified with physical measurements taken by the
ZoloSCAN system, Figure 8 and 9. Even with correcting
all burners to have equal fuel and air flow this modeling
confirmed there was still maldistributions and adverse
flue gas recirculation patterns in the furnace due to a
fundamental momentum imbalance.

Figure 9. CFD Results of Imbalanced O2 at ZoloSCAN
Installation Plane
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Smart Combustion Solution

rates and calculated firing rates from burner gas pressure
(indicates burner tip plugging or damaging), all in a single

A combined approach was selected using CFD modeling

location.

and Ember with real-time feedback from ZoloSCAN. More
in-depth evaluations of the existing burner firing rates,

After Ember was implemented on site, the process

combustion air distribution through the ductwork, and

engineer responsible for the operation and reliability of

flue gas recirculation patterns were completed using

the reformer adjusted the fuel flows to the predetermined

CFD and results such as temperatures and O2 percent-

firing rate split per the CFD analysis, and the air registers

age in burner lanes were verified against measured

were set based on outputs from Ember while monitoring

ZoloSCAN results. It was verified that to resolve the

the excess air levels of each burner in the reformer. Figure

effects of adverse flue gas recirculation patterns, the

11 shows the same half row of outer lane burners as does

firing distribution in the reformer on a burner-half-row by

Figure 10 but was taken after the reformer

burner-half-row basis would need to be adjusted and that

was balanced. This approach enabled the balancing of

the proper amount of combustion air would need to be

the reformer to occur without going through multiple

supplied to each individual burner. Figure 10 shows one

iterations or relying only on visual observations to

of the half rows of outer lane burners before the reformer

determine if burners had the appropriate amount of excess

was balanced.

air. Once Ember indicated that all burners had sufficient
levels of excess air, the process outlet temperature of each
tube row was uniform and within plus or minus 10 °F of the
average, hotspots were no longer present, the O2 percent
in each burner lane was uniform, and the fuel gas flowrate
for the same process throughput was decreased by several
thousand standard cubic foot per hour.

Figure 10. Outer Lane Imbalanced Operation Before Ember

Ember was applied to the reformer utilizing existing
measurements of fuel flow, burner fuel pressure, and
global O2 percentage; individual burner insights include
individual burner excess O2 percent, the recommended
burner air register settings, and calculated burner gas tip

Figure 11. Outer Lane Balanced Operation After Ember

health by comparing half lane firing rates from fuel flow
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OPTIMIZED OPERATION
The initial installation of ZoloSCAN netted operational
improvements of fuel savings, increased productivity, safer
and faster start-ups and increased asset component life
totaling approximately $1,000,000 per year.
Implementing Ember has enabled the operators to
maintain a better optimized state of the reformer with
increased reliability, safety, efficiency, and production.
Estimated additional fuel gas savings from decreased
required flow is about $350,000 per year. Additionally, with
the heat distribution improvements made to the reformer
from implementing the full Smart Combustion solution, the
site was able to increase production by 150 tons per day
above what had been the previous limited capacity, nearly
a 20% increase in production.
When CFD and ZoloSCAN are utilized together, ZoloSCAN
readings can be mapped to indicate both positive and
negative heater performance. In addition, when evaluated
through CFD prior to ZoloSCAN installation, the location of
the system can be optimized to provide the most insight
and accurate representation of what is occurring inside
the heater.
To reach an optimized state of operation, the root cause of
existing operational issues must first be understood, the
method to resolve the problem must be determined and
planned, the correct level of visibility of key parameters
must be put in to place, and the right system must be
implemented to empower individuals with the tools
OnPoint’s Smart Combustion solution approach provides a
streamlined method to execute this task.
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